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Abstract: This paper sets out to consider how a simple and easy-to-estimate power-law exponent
can be used by policymakers to assess changes in economic inequalities, where the data can have
a long tail—common in analyses of economic disparities—yet does not necessarily deviate from
log-normality. The paper finds that the time paths of the coefficient of variation and the exponents
from Lavalette’s function convey similar inferences about inequalities when analysing the value of
house purchases over the period 2001–2022 for England and Wales. The house price distribution
‘steepens’ in the central period, mostly covering the post-financial-crisis era. The distribution of
districts’ expenditure on house purchases ‘steepens’ more quickly. This, in part, is related to the
loose monetary policy associated with QE driving a wedge between London and the rest of the
nation. As prices can rise whilst transactions decline, it may be better for policymakers to focus on
the value of house purchases rather than house prices when seeking markers of changes in housing
market activity.

Keywords: housing market transactions; house prices; England and Wales; Lavalette’s law; conver-
gence and divergence

1. Introduction

Population nodes are observed to follow a regularity characterised by Zipf’s law,
which is a log–log relationship between the rank-size of cities and their corresponding
populations. A direct link with central place theory (Hsu 2012) has been made. Cristelli et al.
(2012) observe that Zipf’s power law has become a ‘universal’ expression for measuring
scale and size in many fields, including economic convergence (Tang et al. 2016), yet the
evidence for it is not unequivocal. Perline (2005) is also critical of the widespread use of
power laws that may not be the best characterisation of distributions. He argues that some
distributions that are believed to follow a power law can be confused with a log-normal
distribution if there is substantial truncation.

D’Acci (2023) proposed that the existence of a power law in the distribution of settle-
ment populations should be related to a power law in average house prices, at least in the
upper tail. Blackwell (2018) finds limited evidence that house price distributions follow
a power law. There is a concession that the tail is fatter than a log-normal one, but not as
fat as a ‘true’ power law in data from housing trades in the County of Charleston, South
Carolina from 2001 to 2008. It could be that house price data follow a power law in certain
price cycle phases. Ohnishi et al. (2020) find the Tokyo house price dispersion is very close
to a log-normal distribution in normal times but fits a power function in a boom. They
suggest that the shape of the (size-adjusted) price distribution, especially that of the tail,
can be investigated for signalling the existence of a bubble.

Fontanelli et al. (2016) note that empirical data often exhibit good power-law distribu-
tion within a limited range. Rather than concentrating on where the power law ceases to
hold, they modify a power law by changing the functional form. Lavalette’s function is
potentially a useful means of describing and quantifying power-law-like behaviours. The
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Lavalette distribution yields a very good approximation to the log-normal whilst echoing
a standard power function, capable of representing long tails. As such, it could address
Perline-Blackwell’s critique of applying power functions to log-normal (housing) data.

Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill (2010) find that there is a steeper house price distribution
over time. They argue that the driver of spatial house price variations is the city productivity.
Behrens et al. (2014) emphasise how productivity affects city size, producing the Zipfian
distribution of settlement populations. With productivity also affecting average house
prices, a change in the distribution of productivity across space would impact house price
inequalities. Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill use a coefficient of variation to assess the
steepening spread. The same coefficient is used for sigma-convergence. In the growth
literature, this concerns how the distribution (of income) evolves over time (Sala-i-Martin
1996). Gray (2023b) finds that the time profile of the Lavalettean exponents closely tracks
that of the coefficient of variation. As both are simple to estimate using, say, Microsoft
Excel 2019, the exponent could be quoted alongside the coefficient when presenting cases of
growing inequalities to policymakers. This paper considers whether there is ‘a steepening’
or convergence in district house prices and relates this to other measures of housing trades.
It compares the results using the coefficient with the exponent.

The paper is structured as follows: First, there is a discussion of central place theory
and convergence. Applications of power laws in the fields of price and affordability
spreads follow. The significant change in housing transactions following the financial crash
is introduced next, plus work that features transactions.

How house prices are expected to vary across space is reviewed with an emphasis
on risk. This is followed by drawing a distinction between price changes and expected
housing market participation in hot and cold markets. The data analyses are selected for
ease of use with widely available software. This includes simple regression. The focus is a
Lavalettean expression. Growth is split into the growth of the exponent and the growth of
the median. This is adapted to assess the special case of pro-poor growth. The data sources
are outlined.

The results show that price and housing market expenditure distributions steepen but
these are not linked to a growth period, at odds with Blackwell-Ohnishi et al. A six-year
period of relatively rapid price growth before the crash of 2008 is compared with another
after the recovery.

2. Literature

The city size regularity characterised by Zipf’s law matches central place theory
(Hsu 2012) predictions. Behrens et al. (2014) argue that large cities produce more output
per capita than small cities because of a sorting of talented individuals. More talented
individuals stand a better chance of becoming highly productive entrepreneurs in larger
cities. Correspondingly, there are tougher selection processes in more ‘talented’ cities.
Entrepreneurs and firms have better resources to draw from because of the agglomeration
economies, boosting productivity, explaining why cities with higher proportions of those
with high levels of human capital are larger in equilibrium. Their model generates a Zipfian
relationship for city sizes under plausible parameter values.

Cristelli et al. (2012) argue that many real systems do not show true Zipfian behaviour
because they are incomplete or inconsistent with the conditions under which one might
expect power laws to emerge. A consequence is that, in general, Zipf’s law does not hold
for subsets or a union of Zipfian sets. A Zipfian distribution is L-shaped with sizeable
outliers at the top end. Perline (2005) points out that it is not uncommon for researchers
to truncate the lower tail where the size of the node is small, which could result in some
distributions that are believed to follow a power law being confused with log-normal ones.

The notion that a power law in city size has an implication for an associated variable
is explored by Rozenfeld et al. (2011), who show that, as well as the population of a
node, the footprint of a city also follows a Zipfian distribution. The third leg of the stool,
population density, does not. Behrens et al. (2014) predict that, despite urban costs of
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higher accommodation and commuting time in larger cities, agents do not apportion a
greater share of expenditure on housing.

In the field of house prices, D’Acci (2023) finds that Italian regional house prices have
a heavy-tailed distribution for which the maximum likelihood estimator suggests a power-
law shape is a plausible function for the majority of cases. He suggests that the link is
based on per capita income and spatial equilibrium (Roback 1982). This is at odds with the
work of Blackwell (2018) who finds limited evidence that house price distributions follow a
power law. He concludes that data from housing trades in the County of Charleston, South
Carolina from 2001 to 2008 have a fatter tail than log-normal, but not as fat as a ‘true’ power
law. This ‘in-between’ possibility is supported when the ‘regular’ power law is compared
with the power law with a cut-off. There is some support for a power law with a cut-off. A
proposed candidate for exploring this ‘in-between’ zone is a Lavalette function.

Fontanelli et al. (2016) review the properties of the Lavalette function. In their Figure 1
(p. 4) they show how various exponents generate different PDFs. A low value (around
−0.1) could generate a bell shape whilst over −0.5, what emerges is something akin to
a Zipfian distribution. However, in between, the Lavalette rank function generates a
PDF indistinguishable from a log-normal distribution. It is a special case of a discrete
generalized beta distribution, which entails estimating two exponents rather than one,
which in turn presents estimation complexities, making it less than ideal for simple policy
analysis. Lavalette’s special case entails the two exponents being equal. The formula
describes a semi-logarithmic S-shape in the cumulative distribution (Chlebus and Divgi
2007). This shape implies that the data should cover the full distribution, not a truncated
set. Cerqueti and Ausloos (2015a, 2015b) favour a Lavalettean power law over a Zipfian
one for subnational spatial dispersion of Italian tax income. Gray (2022a, 2023b) prefers
the Lavalette for subnational inequalities in house prices and affordability ratios over a
power law. Using Lavalette’s exponent, he also finds a steepening of spatial house prices
and the affordability ratio of England and Wales district distributions. The steepening is
between 2006 and 2017. Consistent with the sorting argument seen in Behrens et al. (2014),
it is argued that lenders are more willing to advance loans to borrowers in areas attractive
to talented individuals, which would strongly favour an extended London area in the UK
case. This lending bias could be viewed as reflecting risk-adjusted returns to a dwelling
purchase (Gray 2023b; Sinai 2010).

It could be that house price distributions vary with price cycle phases. It is argued
that house prices tend to grow faster in larger agglomerations beyond that justified by
rents, generating excess returns (Amaral et al. 2021). Mian and Sufi (2018) see the credit-
driven household demand channel as distinct from traditional financial accelerator models
in explaining house price dynamics, primarily due to the centrality of households in
explaining the real effects of credit supply expansions. Lenders inflate the wedge between
prices and incomes, which is more likely to leave a permanent effect on high-house-priced
areas. Evidence for this can be found in Gray (2022b) who reveals that the time paths of
British house price–earnings ratios reflect a spatial divide. The ratios generally rose from
a low in 1997 to the bubble period of the 2004–2008 peak. Subsequently, for the South of
England, there has been a continuation of this increase, whereas for other areas, the picture
is one of relative stability. Rising inequality in England and Wales has two dimensions.
Firstly, between the North and South, and secondly among the southern districts.

Bogin et al. (2017) conclude that the price acceleration is a signal of a permanent
shift in a location’s economic fundamentals. As the largest nodes at the top end of price
hierarchies offering property investment opportunities for a wealthy, international elite
(Fernandez et al. 2016), Dublin and London may have decoupled from the rest of the British
Isles (Richmond 2007). This suggests a steepening of the price distribution in both countries.

Ohnishi et al. (2020) find the Tokyo house price dispersion is very close to a log-normal
distribution in normal times but fits a power function in a boom. They suggest that the
shape of the (size-adjusted) price distribution, especially that of the tail, can be investigated
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for signalling the existence of a bubble. So, one might expect the spatial distribution of
house prices to expand in a house price boom.
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Figure 1. The distribution of housing expenditure, sales and real price.

Hudson and Green (2017) identify that since 2008–2009 there are 400,000 fewer housing
transactions taking place each year in the UK compared with the period before the financial
crisis, of which 80% could be attributed to a fall in mortgaged home movers. One could
argue that this echoes earlier collapses. Andrew and Meen (2003) make a similar point about
missing transactions in the 1990s following the 1989 bubble burst. Ortalo-Magné and Rady
(2004) suggested that housing market participation in the 1980s among young buyers was
unusually high because of credit liberalisation and the rising trend in owner-occupation.

If the housing adjustment following a financial crisis is in transactions, the implica-
tions should be of interest to policymakers. Articles featuring house price dispersion and
transactions are not common. Tsai (2018) finds the ripple effect in four regional housing
markets in the U.S. A ‘ripple’ in transactions was far more evident than that in housing
prices. Information is transferred between regional housing markets either through price
or volume. The two types of ripple effects are negatively correlated.

Analysing house prices and transactions across European economies, Dröes and
Francke (2018) argue that common underlying factors, such as GDP and interest rates,
explain part of the price–turnover correlation. The effect of GDP and interest rates mainly
operates through turnover. Although a high loan-to-GDP ratio does increase the effect of
interest rates and GDP on prices and turnover, it is not considered a key factor in explaining
price and turnover dynamics. Similarly, neither population increases, the share of the
young population, nor inflation play a central role in this context. They conclude that prices
and turnover should be modelled as two interdependent processes. The period 1999–2013
seems unaffected by the drop in participants in 2008, which is not explained.

Clayton et al. (2010) find that price-caused components of prices and volume are
negatively correlated. House prices in tight markets are less affected by financial constraints
on homebuyers. Dividing the 114 U.S. metropolitan statistical areas into those with high
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and low supply elasticities, they find that in markets where supply can easily adjust,
transaction volume does not seem to affect future prices.

3. Land and Pricing

An asset price model relates the price of a dwelling to the rental stream and the cost
of capital, subject to risk adjustments. DiPasquale and Wheaton (1996) analyse factors
that affect rent and land prices. The monocentric urban model characterises a collection
of dwellings as part of the same housing market area if there is a tendency towards a
stable hierarchy of prices. A standard dwelling closer to the central business district will
command a higher price ceteris paribus, as owners benefit from the lesser disutility of
commuting. The co-movement of prices emerges from ‘arbitrage’; buyers switch search
behaviour across the commuting space in the face of mispriced local markets. Relative
prices change little as the overall market undergoes either cyclic fluctuations or long-
term growth (p. 26). Inter-urban differences in house prices are a function of the relative
productivity of areas. Spatial arbitrage operates more generally, as individual agents
migrate within and between population nodes to maximise their utility (Roback 1982). This
model implies the driver of house price differences is productivity, adjusted for house
characteristics and commuting preferences.

The expected future growth in current rent would affect the current local house
price (Amaral et al. 2021; DiPasquale and Wheaton 1996; Sinai 2010). This could be due
to population growth (DiPasquale and Wheaton 1996; Glaeser and Gyourko 2005), or
productivity growth (Coulson et al. 2013; Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill 2010).

Dual regional economy models (Brakman et al. 2020; McCombie 1988) predict slower
or constrained growth in the periphery and its elements should have persistently lower
productivity. The city’s economic fortunes will be a function of the industries it sup-
ports. Martin et al. (2014, 2018) utilise an evolutionary perspective, where agglomeration
economies trace out productivity development paths. An ageing economic structure could
persistently constrain a city to a poor performance, such as in the northern cities of England
that are subject to deindustrialisation (Martin et al. 2018; Pike et al. 2016).

DiPasquale and Wheaton (1996, p. 44) also argue that if the cost of capital falls, this
drives up all asset prices. Aimed at mitigating the impact of the financial crisis of 2008,
central banks engaged in quantitative easing (QE), which inflated asset prices. The Bank of
England’s loose monetary policy, which began with its base rate falling to 0.5% in March
2009, down from 5% in the previous October, was implemented to mitigate the impact
of the financial crisis. A longer-run view, due to Miles and Monro (2019), is that there
was a sustained decline in real interest rates between 1985 and 2018. Himmelberg et al.
(2005) argue that house prices are more sensitive to changes in real interest rates in rapidly
growing cities. Amaral et al. (2021) argue that house prices tend to grow faster in major
‘superstar’ cities than what is justified by rents. The excess returns are explained by the
lower risk associated with the rents. The distributional impact of QE on measured income
and wealth between 2008 and 2014 is assessed as minor in proportional terms. In cash
terms, London and the South East gained the most, particularly in housing wealth (Bunn
et al. 2018). Indeed, it is averred that London pulls away from the rest of England and
Wales (Gray 2018; Montagnoli and Nagayasu 2015; Richmond 2007). This suggests that the
price distribution broadened in the aftermath of the crisis due to QE.

A relaxation in credit controls should lead to a surge in demand for dwellings. How-
ever, vendors could anticipate this and revise their asking (expected) price upwards before
the matching rate increases or the number of transactions surges. Allen and Gale (2000)
argue higher price levels are supported by the anticipation of further increases in credit
and house prices in general.

4. Transaction–Price–Expenditure Nexus

Ortalo-Magné and Rady (2004) place buyers in a hierarchy, with first-time buyers
focussing on more modest dwellings, whereas repeat buyers are looking for larger homes.
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Smaller dwellings would be traded more frequently than large ones. Smaller dwellings are
the first or the only stage in a housing career. Staging could result from a capital constraint
or because buyers match their current dwelling with their current space needs. With a
variety of divisions of district sizes that are administrative areas rather than markets, the
rank order for sales, price levels, and expenditures should not be the same.

Stein’s (1995) model of house prices and transactions focuses on repeat buyers and
equity. He analyses the impact of rising prices on three mover groups. The first group
relates to those already wishing to buy. A price increase enhances their collateral. Not only
does this fortify their purchasing power but, as a lower risk, this would grant them greater
access to credit, which leads to further price growth.

The second group, not in the market originally, is induced to sell. As they add liquidity
in both buyer and seller markets, they enhance housing market activity (Gray 2023a) and
they should speed up the matching process. There are two propositions here. First, as they
could now better fund a house purchase, an increase in price, and hence equity, affects the
second group much like the first. Novy-Marx (2009) proposes that market participation is
related to expected returns and high transaction costs. A more active (hot) market, where
buyer–seller matching is quicker, would lower the participation costs for the seller. The
bargaining position of either party is dependent on the scarcity of the other. A sudden
increase in buyer participation speeds up matching, reducing the pool of sellers that remain,
enhancing seller bargaining power, and inflating prices. The buyer ‘shock’ is amplified.
Stein asserts that this group does not accelerate prices as they add both demand and supply
to the market. In Novy-Marx’s scenario, reduced matching time encourages more vendors
to join the market. The greater liquidity lowers the risk to lenders of a fire sale if the
marginal buyer gets into difficulties.

The third group needs no credit to buy. Wheaton and Lee (2009) and Ortalo-Magné
and Rady (2004) add a buyer with no housing equity to the pool of potential purchasers.
This first-time buyer (FTB) is possibly currently renting. This fourth group will behave more
like normal consumers, responding to higher prices by withdrawing. The participation
of the FTB is necessary for a first-time seller to move on. A fifth group, not featured in
Ortalo-Magné and Rady, would include downsizers who look to match space with their
reduced family size.

Increased participation is either stimulated by or induces higher prices at lower price
levels. However, at some point, the asking prices lead to a diminution of interest from
potential buyers, which discourages further sellers from joining the market. Housing
expenditure would reflect a combination of market participation and price. In a thick
market, an increase in participation is accompanied by price. A thin (cold) market could
see prices rising whilst participation declines.

The relaxation of credit should have a greater effect on the highest leveraged markets,
most likely with higher market prices. However, permitted leverage will be in the hands
of the lender. Where the credit lands during a period of credit loosening is based on
risk-adjusted expected returns from a dwelling purchase (Amaral et al. 2021; Sinai 2010).
If the current structure of prices has the risk assessment baked in, as reflected in house
price–earnings ratios (HPER), the proposition that high-priced districts face a tighter credit
constraint could be flawed. It is unclear how a relaxation in credit restrictions could favour
a local market. Lenders face agency costs when expanding their loan book. Lenders’
assessment of local risk may be imperfect and backward-looking, which would favour
traditionally hotter markets.

Blackwell-Ohnishi et al. suggest that the tail of a house price distribution would
contain information about a price bubble. This implies sigma-divergence in the economic
growth sense in a boom. It may be better to look to evidence in transactions and sales
values when exploring bubbles rather than prices. Loss aversion may obscure dramatic
distributional changes in market sentiment. Power-law exponents have been used to
characterise convergence (Tang et al. 2016). The Lavalette distribution yields a very good
approximation to the log-normal whilst echoing a standard power function, capable of
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representing long tails (Fontanelli et al. 2016), so it could be used to explore housing
distributional changes without making assumptions about power laws that only apply in
a boom.

5. Method

A rank-size function can be expressed as PR = P1[R]
−α where PR is the variable of

study (population) and R is the rank score. P1 is that of the largest value, known as the
calibrating value, which is that of the largest city and has a rank score of R = 1 with the
smallest R = N.

Lavalette’s ranking power law can be expressed as PR = P1

[
N×R

N−R+1

]−q
(Gray 2022a).

The cross-sectional model is estimated using simple OLS as ln(PR)t = −γt − qtln
(

N×R
N−R+1

)
t

for R = 1. . .N for T regressions. The exponentiation of the intercept multiplied by the actual
highest value provides the expected CV. The projected median at time t can be calculated
from Pmt = E(CVt)× Nqt .

Lavalette’s formula allows for the prediction of values other than the median. The
projected value at percentile ω, Pωt = Pt

(
ω

100−ω

)qt has a power relationship with the me-
dian and expected calibrating value E(CV). If q = 0.2 and E(CV) = 100, the median would
be 31.6 and the upper quartile value (ω = 75%) would be 41.4. The projected growth rate
at the median is defined as Pmt+p

Pmt
=

.
Pm. This, at Pω, has two components: the move-

ment of the representative value or median, and the spread. Thus, the growth rate is
.

Pω =
.

Pm
(

ω
1−ω

)qt+p−qt
. The growth rate at certain points in the distribution depends on

whether there is convergence or divergence. It is intuitively obvious that steepening occurs
when the growth rate at the upper exceeds that at the lower quartile. Indeed, this could
predict the acceleration of prices in the tail as implied by Blackwell-Ohnishi et al. The
expression

.
Ypp = Distributional Correction ×

.
Ym, where Y is income, is adapted from

Ravallion (2004, p. 6). When poverty reduction is the objective (for which economic growth
is one of the instruments) then ‘the rate of pro-poor growth (pp) defined above is the right
way to measure growth consistently with that objective’. The distributional correction
corresponds with a narrowing of the spread, indicated by the growth at the lower quartile
exceeding that of the median and the upper quartile, resulting in convergence.

6. Data

The Local Authority District house prices, incomes, number of transactions, and
number of dwellings are supplied by the UK’s Office for National Statistics (ONS) for
England and Wales. This covers annual data across 330 districts for the period from 2001 to
2022. The Isles of Scilly are excluded due to intermittent data. All transactions concerning
house purchases, whether they entail a loan or not, are captured by these data. The number
of transactions reflects the size of the district. To offer some standardisation, this is adjusted
by the number of dwellings in the district, generating a sales (or transactions) per dwelling
value, which is multiplied by 100,000 (SD). Dröes and Francke (2018) used the same housing
stock adjustment to sales. The average house price per district is adjusted by the rate of
inflation to provide a real price (RP) based on 2001 levels. The value of sales revenue is
the product of the number of transactions and real price. Again, this is weighted by the
number of dwellings to provide a measure of housing expenditure (HE).

Figure 1 displays the three variables for four years. The price for 2001 provides the
base structure for the displacement of the profile in 2007. The noise in the profile for 2007
relates to the change in order from 2001 to 2007. Generally, low-priced districts in 2001 did
not become expensive ones by 2007, yet change is not obviously proportional. Both 2001
and 2007 have the long-tailed S that characterises Lavalette’s law. This is duplicated in
2012/2018 as well as in housing expenditure (HE). Transactions per dwelling also have an
S shape, but the long tail is not so pronounced. Also, the number of transactions does not
appear to have risen over the first period, and the noise is large relative to the gradient of
the profile.
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The second period features slower growth. Sales in both 2012 and 2018 appear almost
without a gradient, suggesting that if changes in transactions are related to size order this
is not much of a claim.

7. Results

There is a concern about misclassifying a distribution when it is quite likely to be
log-normal (Perline 2005). The p-values of Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness of fit test results
for selected years are displayed in Table 1. The first consideration is whether the data follow
a normal and a log-normal distribution and whether a Lavalette function provides a good
fit. Both housing expenditure and price are more likely to follow a log-normal distribution.
Sales do not appear log-normal but the case for a normal distribution is not strong. One
could infer that there is a good Lavalettean fit for housing expenditure and price. Sales do
not consistently follow a distribution considered. In addition, R2 values are reported. A
value above 0.98 is linked to a K–S p-value of over 0.05.

Table 1. Goodness of fit, medians, and exponents. Obs = observed; Est = estimated; BS L = bootstraps
lower band; BS U = bootstraps upper band; p-values * sig. at the 5% level ** sig. at the 1% level.

Housing Expenditure (Price × Sales/D) Real Price Sales/Dwelling × 10,000
K–S Laval

Ette R2 Normal Log-
Normal

Laval
Ette R2 Normal Log-

Normal
Laval
Ette R2 Normal Log-

Normal

Kolmogorov–Smirnov

2001 0.579 0.982 0.00 ** 0.014 * 0.645 0.979 0.00 ** 0.20 0.26 0.982 0.20 0.00 **
2006 0.774 0.986 0.00 ** 0.20 0.645 0.982 0.00 ** 0.20 0.46 0.984 0.20 0.00 **
2007 0.579 0.986 0.00 ** 0.20 0.774 0.975 0.00 ** 0.20 0.30 0.986 0.20 0.007 **
2009 0.710 0.984 0.00 ** 0.20 0.049 * 0.967 0.00 ** 0.004 ** 0.032 * 0.949 0.00 ** 0.00 **
2012 0.516 0.983 0.00 ** 0.20 0.06 0.959 0.00 ** 0.003 ** 0.09 0.962 0.036 * 0.00 **
2014 0.456 0.982 0.00 ** 0.06 0.109 0.949 0.00 ** 0.00 ** 0.004 ** 0.942 0.00 ** 0.00 **
2018 0.516 0.979 0.00 ** 0.022 * 0.456 0.964 0.00 ** 0.015 * 0.13 0.932 0.034 * 0.00 **
2022 0.456 0.980 0.00 ** 0.07 0.516 0.972 0.00 ** 0.07 0.002 ** 0.879 0.00 ** 0.00 **

Median Values

Obs Est BS L BS U Obs Est BS L BS U Obs Est BS L BS U
2001 6294 5951 5758 6207 104,810 106,933 102,535 111,409 5730 5566 5466 5667
2006 9755 9509 9275 9770 167,172 168,706 162,741 176,119 5738 5636 5564 5710
2007 9222 9318 9070 9592 172,507 174,176 165,847 184,024 5453 5350 5291 5409
2009 4198 4133 3995 4293 154,134 157,485 148,909 167,391 2692 2624 2534 2729
2012 4185 4052 3874 4255 144,349 146,928 136,039 159,803 2828 2758 2674 2842
2014 5935 5747 5483 6048 146,518 152,864 140,548 166,925 3922 3760 3656 3878
2018 6188 5858 5606 6214 161,986 169,294 156,905 182,115 3596 3460 3341 3602
2022 4688 4569 4372 4784 168,992 169,914 160,339 180,060 2781 2689 2586 2810

Exponents (-q)

Est BS L BS U Est BS L BS U Est BS L BS U
2001 0.298 0.292 0.305 0.251 0.243 0.259 0.100 0.097 0.103
2006 0.224 0.219 0.228 0.188 0.181 0.195 0.092 0.090 0.094
2007 0.224 0.219 0.229 0.197 0.189 0.207 0.087 0.085 0.089
2009 0.284 0.277 0.291 0.202 0.192 0.212 0.125 0.120 0.131
2012 0.319 0.31 0.328 0.231 0.218 0.245 0.116 0.112 0.121
2014 0.317 0.308 0.326 0.250 0.236 0.266 0.109 0.104 0.114
2018 0.263 0.255 0.273 0.263 0.250 0.276 0.107 0.101 0.114
2022 0.251 0.243 0.260 0.248 0.238 0.259 0.088 0.081 0.096

The mid-section of Table 1 reports the observed medians for the same selected years.
The next three columns report the intercept converted into the estimated median, plus a
lower and an upper value based on bootstraps 95% confidence intervals. The observed and
estimated values are within 6% of each other, and all the observed values are well within
the confidence intervals. Indeed, the estimated median almost duplicates the observed
geometric mean (not reported). This relationship is found with log-normal distributions.

7.1. Exponents’ Time Paths

Tsai (2015) finds a segmentation in housing markets between the northern and south-
ern regions. Following this, northern districts/regions, which are defined as the midlands
and North of England and Wales, comprise 159 districts. Southern districts or regions
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comprise London, the East of England, the South West, and the South East. This group
contains 171 districts.

The time profiles of coefficients of variation are displayed as a reference in Figure 2
on the left for all districts, North and South. The steepening of prices seen in Gray (2023b)
is evident in prices for all districts. This is replicated in housing expenditure, but not in
transactions (CoV SD). That said, clearly there are observable narrowing periods. There
was another increase in the spread around 2019 to 2021, which pre-dated the lockdown.
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Figure 2. Time paths of spread measures.

Compared with the South, northern districts exhibit a similar range of spread of
housing expenditure and transactions, but less variation in price. The profile of all districts’
sales per dwelling is relatively flat until 2007. The subsequent crisis period features a slight
broadening of the spread.

On the right-hand side of Figure 2, there are three exponent time paths. Although
these are similar to the corresponding CoVs, the patterns are smoother. The price path (q
RP) displays the S shape reported by Gray (2023b) but with slightly different dates. The
key steepening phase in price runs from 2006 to 2017. There is a period of convergence
from 2001 to 2006, and post-2017. The lower section of Table 1 reports the exponents
−q for the selected years, plus a lower and an upper value based on bootstraps 95%
confidence intervals. The price and housing expenditure coefficients for 2006 are below
others, supporting the claims made above concerning convergence and divergence phases.

The S shape is evident in the southern districts’ time profile, but the trough and peak
occur earlier. A distinctive feature of the northern districts is the stable distribution after
2010. Here, the S shape is not evident.

The conclusions drawn about steepening depend on the era and the region one se-
lects. Evidence for a steeper distribution is found in the South, not the North of England
and Wales post-2008. The rapid steepening from 2008 puts the spread in district expen-
diture back to a similar position in 2002. The other two spreads return to the 2002 levels
around 2009.

The dramatic fall in housing expenditure inequality across all districts covers the initial
years to 2005, which is reversed when there is a notable rise in expenditure dispersion from
2008. This again is reversed around 2013, when the RP and HE trajectories lean in opposite
directions. Importantly, when clearly rising, HE has steeper trajectories than RP. This is in
line with speculative sellers adding liquidity in both buyer and seller markets, enhancing
housing market expenditure.
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Observed price and quantity values for England and Wales have two distinct patterns
at the 2007/2008 juncture. Mean price, adjusted by the rate of inflation, rose to a peak in
2007. It then fell by 5.5% in 2008. The corresponding measure of Hudson and Green’s
(2017) missing movers is missing transactions, which entails a propitious drop of 48%. The
collapse in expenditure (52%) is greater than sales.

With other consumer durables, one could expect a boost to transactions with a fall in
price and lower costs of borrowing. QE’s two elements, increased reserves for banks and
lower interest rates, may take some time to penetrate the more risk-averse environment.
A downswing in a credit cycle (bust) features a severe restriction of lending, and a rise
in collateral requirements (Geanakoplos 2010). Banks withdraw mortgage products and
impose larger deposit requirements, which would filter out the higher-risk borrowers,
particularly affecting those without property. If loans are not available, offers to buy fall
through. If buying one property is contingent on selling the existing one, and that buyer
fails to secure funding, both contracts fail to be executed.

Those who bought close to the peak of a price cycle could experience loss aversion
(Genesove and Mayer 2001). Unprepared to accept a loss, dwellings could just remain in
the estate agent’s window for longer. The speculative participant could withdraw from
the market, in part, because the matching rate had dramatically slowed. As such, housing
market activity is adversely affected. Hence, the number of house trades and the spatial
distribution would be linked to credit and risk appetite.

Transactions per dwelling rate and average district price are lower in the North
than in the South. With the exception of the years from 2009 to 2014, there is a negative
correlation between district sales/dwelling and price level, in the South. Cheaper districts
are associated with more trades. By contrast, the rank order of the district price level is
positively associated with that of sales per dwelling in the North for all years apart from
2003 to 2008. Combined, only in 2003 and 2019 are the relationships not positive for the
whole of England and Wales, suggesting that more active markets have higher prices.

In general, as measured by the Spearman coefficient, the rank order of district expen-
diture is strongly linked to price. As shown in Figure 2, the spatial variation in transactions
is small compared with that in price. The similarity in the steepening of both the price
and expenditure distributions seen in Figure 2 at the national level could reflect this price
dominance. Variation at the national level is not reflected in either the South or the North.
Moreover, for much of the post-crisis period, price and expenditure distributions of the
northern districts are stable, so the ‘steepening’ is more likely to reflect a North–South
schism, where the South pulls away from the North, plus greater dispersion in the South.

7.2. Expected Median Time Paths

Figure 3 displays the time trajectories of the observed medians of the three measures.
There are distinct patterns for price and quantity. The real median price rose to a peak in
2007. It declined by 10% over the period to 2009. This decline continued until 2013. Late in
the series, another shock is evident before the COVID-19 lockdown began. It was only then
that the price returned to the pre-crisis price level. Up until 2007, there was a general decline
in the transactions. The equivalent discussion in the context of Hudson and Green (2017) is
that there is no recovery in the number of transactions to the pre-2007 levels. The third line
associated with housing expenditure traces the price rising to a peak in 2007. The collapse
in expenditure is greater than sales, which it traces from then on. The real pre-COVID-19
price peak occurred in 2018, two years after that found in housing expenditure. Housing
expenditure peaked in 2006, a year before price in the pre-financial crisis period. Price
peaks occur in cooling markets.

The next three sets of lines are medians as derived from Lavalette’s function for all
districts. The patterns of all three sets for each of the three variables concerned are similar
to the E&W measures. Both the time profiles of levels (Figure 3) and spreads (Figure 2)
correspond well with observations.
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Figure 3. Median values: price transactions and expenditure.

7.3. Stein’s Dynamic Framework

For macroprudential purposes, the Bank of England monitors price and affordability
(Bank of England 2015). Two six-year periods ending in an inflection point in observed
real prices on either side of the financial crisis are analysed. The annualised house price
inflation rate at the median from 2012 to 2018 was less than a quarter of the rate from 2001
to 2007 (1.94% < 8.66%). Those districts that had a relatively rapid rise in price in the second
period had a slow rate of appreciation in the first (rho = −0.659 [0.000]). By contrast, the
growth in expenditure in the first period is positively linked with the second (0.349 [0.000]).
This implies that price growth in the second period adversely affected sales growth. Stein’s
framework suggests that expenditure and sales should rise over a range of price growth.
The rank order of growth rates of expenditure and price are strongly associated in the first
period (0.769 [0.000]), but not in the second (−0.065 [0.241]). There is a negative relationship
between sales and price (−0.249 [0.000]) in the second period and none in the first. Again,
this highlights that activity in the second period is not consistent with the first.

Stein’s framework has been used to explain the divergence in price in the upswing
stage of a cycle, with high house prices pulling away from low (Ortalo-Magné and Rady
2004). Spearman’s rho indicates that the growth rates of price over the six years are nega-
tively associated with the price level in the initial year, in the first period (−0.872 [0.000]),
but positive in the second (0.502 [0.000]).

Using expenditure data, there is a negative relationship in both the first period
(−0.818 [0.000]) and the second (−0.653 [0.000]). This is consistent with the growth litera-
ture’s beta-convergence in expenditure (Sala-i-Martin 1996). As the credit cycle enters a
looser phase, lenders may cast their eyes around to those areas where less creditworthy
debtors might be coaxed onto the market. These areas attract investors’ attention when
other opportunities are limited in traditionally lower-risk markets.

The second period, not consistent with Stein’s projection of the co-movement of price
and activity could be a result of the distribution of QE funds favouring London (Bunn et al.
2018). Prices in the South reached a point in the post-crisis era where affordability could be
beyond what lenders deem as safe, and price is above fundamentals (Duca et al. 2021).

Sigma-convergence entails a narrowing of the distribution over time. Beta-convergence
implies that poorer districts grow more quickly than richer ones. Pro-poor growth (Raval-
lion 2004) implies both. Given a median growth rate, a smaller future Lavalettean exponent
implies that the higher housing market values are increasing less quickly than the lower-
priced ones, or there is catch-up/pro-poor growth. Table 2 reports observed growth rates
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at the median and the upper and lower quartiles. These are compared with projected

rates based on
.

Pω =
.

Pm
(

ω
1−ω

)qt+p−qt
. In the run-up to 2008, the median price grew by

8.66% annually, which is similar to the Lavalettean projected growth rate (8.47%) within
the bootstraps implied confidence interval of 8.34–8.72%. The lower quartile grew faster
than the upper (10.45% > 7.08%). The order but not the division is reflected by the expected
values (9.54% > 7.41%). All districts and the North and South regions exhibit convergence.
This set of results concurs with those using Spearman’s coefficient.

Table 2. Annualised growth rates over two growth periods: price, transactions, and expenditure.

2001–2007 (1)
2012–2018 (2)

All Districts North South

Real
Exp/Dw Sale/Dw Real Price Real

Exp/Dw Sale/Dw Real
Price

Real
Exp/Dw Sale/Dw Real

Price

Observed (1)
Lower Q 9.27 −0.34 10.45 11.72 −0.33 10.56 6.75 −0.97 7.63
Median 6.57 −0.82 8.66 9.54 −0.55 10.46 5.91 −0.50 6.96
Upper Q 5.27 −1.02 7.08 7.80 −0.84 8.91 5.57 −1.14 5.91

Estimated (1)
Lower Q 9.24 −0.43 9.54 11.12 −0.17 10.72 6.77 −0.73 7.64
Median 7.76 −0.66 8.47 9.51 −0.46 10.02 6.15 −0.84 7.05
Upper Q 6.3 −0.89 7.41 7.93 −0.75 9.32 5.53 −0.95 6.47

Observed (2)
Lower Q 8.26 4.82 1.50 7.89 6.92 1.01 5.73 1.66 3.29
Median 6.74 4.09 1.94 8.28 6.40 1.32 5.24 2.17 3.38
Upper Q 5.31 3.30 3.52 8.44 5.87 2.00 3.51 2.30 3.13

Estimated (2)
Lower Q 7.42 4.03 1.79 4.93 6.81 1.14 5.97 0.72 3.12
Median 6.34 3.85 2.39 4.57 6.47 1.34 4.90 1.47 3.39
Upper Q 5.26 3.68 2.99 4.20 6.14 1.54 3.84 2.23 3.65

In the second period, again there is a schism between price and expenditure across
England and Wales. Convergence is evident when analysing expenditure. House price
spreads are consistent with the correlation results and the South pulling away from the
North. However, the observed pattern is not consistent when subdivided by North and
South, where the North’s distribution narrows whilst the South experiences divergence.

7.4. Stylised Facts

The real price growth rate over the 11 years of the steepening period, 2006–2017, is
0.1% at the median annually and 0.8% at the upper quartile. Expenditure is worse. The
annualised contraction rate is 3.2% as opposed to 3.6% at the median. So, the Steinian
proposition that higher price growth explains increasing spreads is not supported. It also
undermines Blackwell-Ohnishi et al.’s suggestion that the tail of a house price distribution
would contain information about a price bubble. Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill (2010)
suggest there is a productivity driver of spatial house price variations. Brandily et al. (2022)
find that spatial disparities in the UK, although broad, increased slightly up to the financial
crisis, but remained generally stable since. Covering 2007–2019, which matches the price
steepening period well, Rodrigues and Bridgett (2023) find that London lags behind the
rest of the UK in productivity growth, in a low-growth era, implying a narrowing of
productivity spreads. London’s productivity grew by 0.2%/ year in real terms, which they
suggest is partly a land price problem. They suggest that rising costs for office space deter
firms from choosing a location in the City and crowd out investment. High house prices
have weakened London’s draw on talented people.

The house price–earnings ratio (HPER) of 4.4 in 2001 rose to 6.96 in 2006. In other
words, prices grew by 2.5 annual salaries in a high participation era, or a ‘hot’ market
period. Subsequently, the HPER rose nationally to 7.8 in 2017. This is a much smaller
increase over a longer period. The continued decline in affordability was accompanied by
an extension of the average mortgage repayment period from 25 to 35 years, plus mortgage
interest payments were affected by a historically low Bank of England Base rate, leading
to the conclusion that monthly mortgage servicing could be steady despite rising house
prices. Debt has become dislocated from incomes (Gregoriou et al. 2014). The distribution
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of QE funds appears to have favoured London (Bunn et al. 2018). Its HPER rose from 7.9
to 12.4 in the period from 2006 to 2017. Affordability metrics in northern regions remain
unchanged over that period. Combined, there could be a ‘pulling away of the South’ based
on the QE credit dispersion, resulting in the problems highlighted by Gregoriou et al. (2014)
and Rodrigues and Bridgett (2023). The QE impact could be spread internationally by a
wealthy elite buying up properties in many global centres.

Figure 2 highlights convergence in expenditure across E&W in the post-2013 period
whilst prices continued to diverge for the next 4 years. The convergence in expenditure
nationally corresponds with markets in the South converging internally plus more rapid
growth in (some parts of) the North that catch up. Convergence in the South would not be
consistent with a spatial division inflated by a wealthy, international elite, which would
focus on London only, reinforcing the QE effect.

7.5. COVID-19

The period from 2019 covering COVID-19 is unusual, as one might expect. The
lockdown period began in March 2020 with rapidly declining transactions. Sales in 2020
were at a recent low. Lockdown altered people’s locational preferences. As lockdown
restrictions were eased, combined with Stamp Duty holidays, which ended in September
2021, there was a flurry of buyer activity favouring greater space, such as gardens or
an extra room for working from home (Hammond 2022; Peachey 2021). The surge in
expenditure is evident in Figure 3. With less of an emphasis on commuting, housing market
metrics should reflect a dash towards districts with amenities, such as parks and water.
Oddly, sales spreads remained stable over this period.

There was a spike in 2021 in both the price and the HPER, yet there is little change
in the spread. The impact of the COVID-19 period on house trading activity in the North
is almost imperceptible. In 2022, prices and transactions declined as the Bank of England
base rate rose from 0.75% to 3.5%. It also announced that it would engage in quantitative
tightening, reducing the amount of credit in the system, both of which should reduce
market participation. The spread indicators feature a strong narrowing of the distributions.

8. Conclusions

This paper set out to consider the ‘steepness’ of the values of housing transactions as
distributed across districts over the period 2001–2022 for England and Wales. The paper
finds that the time paths of Lavalette’s (1996) exponents compare well with those of the
coefficients of variation. Blackwell (2018) finds that real estate data are ‘in-between’ log-
normal and a ‘true’ power law. The distributions of both price and housing expenditure
fit that class of data with a long tail, yet often indistinguishable from the log-normal that
Lavalette’s law captures. Sales per dwelling do not fit so well. As the exponent is simple
to estimate and can provide a meaningful interpretation for data with distributions likely
to be found in the worlds of economic inequalities and growth convergence, it has useful
properties for the economic policymaker. The exponent produces a time profile akin to the
coefficient of variation. This well-used statistic could be inflated as data with a long tail are
likely to be skewed and subject to kurtosis, so the exponent could offer a smoother time
profile of the dynamics of inequalities.

The paper reveals a Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill ‘steepening’ in the national house
price distribution, but this is in the middle of two convergence periods. The first conver-
gence period is associated with the run-up to the financial crisis. Blackwell (2018) and
Ohnishi et al. (2020) propose that the upper tail of a house price distribution could contain
information about a price bubble. The results here indicate that the distribution is not
steepest at the peak price level. Duca et al. (2021) conclude that real-estate-linked financial
crises typically begin with over-valued real estate prices. Using risk as an explanation, it
is argued that the over-valuation is observed by lenders in southern markets who switch
away to less inflated northern ones. The UK’s peak prices nationally occurred as northern
price levels ‘caught up’.
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Even without a spatial effect, the upper tail may not return to normality quickly
due to loss aversion. Prices do adjust downwards but not as dramatically as in activity.
Prices can rise in thin markets, ones already experiencing a significant drop in financial
transactions. As such, it is argued that evidence of volatile housing market activity is better
found in housing transaction expenditure, which peaked earlier than prices in both pre-
and post-crisis periods. Housing expenditure is found to steepen more rapidly than prices,
in a period of low market participation and lower real activity. Again, the upper tail in
price would not offer an insight into an over-heated housing market. There is a period
when there is convergence in expenditure and divergence in price. The schism between
housing expenditure and price, particularly post-2013, would be consistent with a peak
price occurring in a cooling market nationally. A thick market in the North could coexist
with a thin market but with rising prices in the South.

Macroprudential regulation seeks to limit reckless lending with national metric lend-
ing rules (Bank of England 2015) based on price growth and affordability. Rather than
productivity, it is averred that lending and QE funds favouring London (Bunn et al. 2018)
underpinned the steepening across the UK. The post-financial-crisis price patterns under-
state the extent of depressed market activity compared with before. QE may have ossified
prices at damaging levels in the South, affecting productivity growth itself, the driver of
spreads (Van Nieuwerburgh and Weill 2010) elsewhere. Monitoring of housing activity
could be improved by analysing housing expenditure, which should be a lead indicator
and more in line with lending activity.
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